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Initial client outreach

► Initiate priority/initial client outreach

► Share details of location client scoping,
requirements and timelines

► Understand client plans

Client re-papering and entity set-up (Q3–Q4)

► Conduct replicate and amend processes with
impacted client base

► Share terms of business (TOBs) and entity inform-
ation with client base to allow for on-boarding

► Complete additional know your customer (KYC) 

requirements

Client scoping and tooling

► Legal view of impacted scope

► Application of score to
client population

► Development of outreach
and migration tooling to
support process

Q3/4 18 — Q2 19

Introduction
EY clients are facing the difficult task of navigating the Brexit negotiations as well as
planning for yet to be confirmed changes to the UK and EU’s regulatory and trading re-
lationship. They also have to consider the implications of Brexit on the wider economy,
the financial services sector and their customer base. Brexit planning in the industry
has been based on a “no-deal Brexit scenario”. Consequently, a majority of the UK-in-
corporated banks with EU operations (both UK and globally headquartered) have de-
veloped formal Brexit programs to prepare the bank for continued access to the single
market post 29 March 2019.
As of Q1/Q2 2018, we have observed that a majority of UK banks with EU operations
have completed an impact assessment of their business, started initial client outreach,
and shared details of their EU location, client scoping, requirements and timelines.
In Q3/Q4 2018, we expect to see banks to focus on conducting client on-boarding with
the impacted client base, including sharing new entity information with the client base
to allow for on-boarding. We expect that once on-boarding is complete, banks will start
migrating client positions (where backbook is moving) throughout Q4/2019.

We outline the timeline, key priority activities and what client outreach banks should be
undertaking in preparation for Brexit.
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2019 2020 2021

Mar 
2019

Jan 
2021

The UK leaves the EU.
Implementation period begins

End of transition 
implementation period

Q3/4 18 — Q2 19

Q4 18 — Q3/4 19

Potential transition implementation period

FMIs and migration

► Migrate client positions Q4 18 — Q3/4 19

► Establish Financial Market Infrastruc-

ture (FMI) membership Q4 18

Brexit timeline

Key event

Brexit outreach phase
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Priority activities for Day 1
► Repapering complete

► Clients due diligence complete

► Accounts open

► Capital posted

► Positions migrated

► Cutover has occurred

We currently see five main challenges
associated with client outreach
1. Agreeing the account population for migration and educating the business on the

requirements. This has been an iterative process during the last quarter

2. Ensuring clients have adequate time to conduct their due diligence prior to March 2019
and therefore new entity information is readily available. On-boarding onto the target
entity is dependent on obtaining the necessary data and documentation through the
outreach, which can be time intensive, with a high degree of variability by client

3. Repapering of legacy contracts in the timeline available and completing other
on-boarding requirements

4. Political uncertainty will require a high degree of client interaction during the outreach
process (e.g., responding to queries) which will lengthen the process per client. Managing
the influx of client queries from in-scope and out-of-scope clients, especially account/
position discrepancies

5. The impact of a transition of timelines, including client appetite and resourcing
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We see a number of priority activities that
will need to be finalized for Day 1 Brexit
readiness: repapering of contracts will need to
be completed, client due diligence performed,
accounts opened and positions migrated as
well as capital repositioned. These activities
are time-consuming but offer opportunities in
liaising with clients.
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Why banks are acting now

Time 
intensive

Market 
positioning

Opportunity 
to engage 
clients

 ► On-boarding onto the target entity is dependent on 
obtaining the necessary data and documentation 
through the outreach. This can take several months, 
with a high degree of variability by client

 ► Given the political uncertainty, there is an 
expectation that there will be high levels of client 
interaction during the outreach process (e.g., 
responding to queries or ISDA negotiations) and as 
such lengthening the process per client

► Expectation that others banks will be preparing for
a “no-deal” Brexit and reaching out to their cli-
ents, and hence firms do not want to be seen as 
lagging behind peers

► While many banks do expect there may be some
form of transition period, this is seen as providing
more time to conclude repapering and migration
rather than delaying outreach completely

 ► There is an opportunity to better understand 
client preferences on how they wish to engage 
with the new target entity (e.g., product 
preference migration)

 ► It opens a commercially advantageous possibility to 
discuss products, services, sales and relationship 
coverage for the client that may change once 
migrated onto the new entity

 ► We believe that clients are unlikely to make the 
first move and it is therefore critical that banks 
engage early in order to facilitate a smoother 
outreach process downstream and ensure clients are 
on-boarded for trading go-live of the new entity
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How EY can help
EY teams have been engaged by a number of large financial services firms to support them in their Brexit
strategy and execution. EY professionals have significant experience in supporting global client outreach
programs for major financial institutions providing end-to-end support including:

► Strategy design

► Program oversight

► Outreach execution

► Data management and mapping

► Client query and escalation management

EY team’s experience is built on years of supporting clients with their client outreach programs.
These include MIFID II client outreach, assessment and deficiency remediation of static data. The EY profes-
sionals worked with a number of global clients on design and broad implementation of KYC target operating 
models and internal controls testing as part of SOX 404 reporting, management testing of controls for SOC 
reporting and testing of IT application controls.

Our team

Kieran Mullaley
Capital Markets Client Outreach Lead
Ernst & Young LLP
+44 20 7951 3216
kmullaley@uk.ey.com

Vera Kukic
EY EMEIA FSO Brexit Markets Lead
Ernst & Young LLP
+44 20 7197 7946
vkukic1@uk.ey.com

Tom A Groom
Transaction Advisory Services
Ernst & Young LLP
+44 20 7951 4813
tgroom@uk.ey.com

Liam McLaughlin
EY EMEIA FSO Brexit Lead        
Ernst & Young LLP
+44 20 7951 3796             
lmclaughlin@uk.ey.com
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in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of
our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better
working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
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